How to Shit-Test Women...
6 upvotes | 24 July, 2018 | by Ludakrit
Everyone knows about how Women Shit-Test Men, and do it constantly... But, few know that Men do the
same, (Or should!) and how that works.
Basically it comes down to the old "Women Gatekeep Sex" and "Men Gatekeep Relationships" deal. We
see plenty of women Shit-Testing men for sex via all sorts of methods. (Must be X tall, must have $$,
etc...)
How do men shit-test women for relationships? By trying to fuck them. See, if a woman lets you fuck her
rapidly she isn't relationship material. Every man knows this. Unless you are the top 1% of men, you
know that you aren't REALLY special. You know she has more options than you do, you know that guys
are super thirsty, and you know that Tinder is a thing. Every woman is literally walking around with a
cock buffet in her pocket these days.
If a woman cannot hold out, and do so gracefully for AT LEAST a month she isn't relationship material.
This is your new standard. Own it. Your body knows this is already true. Your mind will try and
rationalize it, and hamster for you so you "feel special", but if she is fucking you too soon, you KNOW
you aren't AND you know she is a slut.
By having the standard you will weed out every modern woman from your "relationship pool". I have
NEVER had a girl actually make it to 2 weeks in of dedicated gaming and NOT given it up. (I am rather
dark triad and somewhat attractive so YMMV here.)
Ultimately you MUST do everything in your power to try and fuck her as quickly as possible, because if
you make it easy on her you know you aren't actually testing her. (Obviously nothing illegal/Immoral
here.)
This also explains why women are FORCED to pick Beta-Bux. Chad's/Alphas all KNOW this shit
deeply. (Or will figure it out once their N count is high enough and they've had a few g/fs.) They will
NEVER commit to these women. In so doing they FURTHER undermine women's SMV and bargaining
power within the SMP, and drive down the cost of sex.
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Comments
Whitegamerinc_Twitch • 16 points • 24 July, 2018 01:44 PM

This is good for those whom want to pump n dump but its more of a pua thing then mgtow. Gyow is ignoring all
that shit all together and laser focusing you and your life to improve it for noone but you
[deleted] 24 July, 2018 01:46 PM*

[deleted]
Whitegamerinc_Twitch • 1 point • 24 July, 2018 01:50 PM

True true. Cognizance is key in this case!
honda_vfr • 9 points • 24 July, 2018 01:48 PM

Dude, this was good advice 5 years ago.
We have moved on. We don't care about women.
Gravityhurtsbrother • 2 points • 25 July, 2018 07:08 AM

Exactly. All that grief and games for a fuck? I'd rather drop the cash with an escort if I needed it that bad.
DangZagnut • 4 points • 24 July, 2018 01:53 PM

See, if a woman lets you fuck her rapidly she isn't relationship material.
I'll personally disagree, they're perfect for a the kind of relationship I like.
Unless you are the top 1% of men, you know that you aren't REALLY special.
Mommy said otherwise. Also, why would I want to be special? I'm not here for a long distance flight to Hong
Kong. I'm more the regional express flight between Akron, OH and Gary, IN
If a woman cannot hold out, and do so gracefully for AT LEAST a month she isn't relationship material.
If she holds out, then why did she message me? If there's no fucking the first day, why am I wasting time?
Your mind will try and rationalize it, and hamster for you so you "feel special", but if she is fucking you too
soon, you KNOW you aren't AND you know she is a slut.
I just do the bare minimum to get it wet. What's all this emotional silliness?
I have NEVER had a girl actually make it to 2 weeks in of dedicated gaming and NOT given it up.
Are we talking COD? LoL? L4D?
Ultimately you MUST do everything in your power to try and fuck her as quickly as possible
Well I did take her to Red Lobster.
In so doing they FURTHER undermine women's SMV and bargaining power within the SMP, and drive
down the cost of sex.
Well I did take her to Red Lobster. They have those cheesy biscuits. What more could a woman want? That's
high end SMV right there...
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Also, none of it is actually worth it anyway.
[deleted] 24 July, 2018 01:57 PM*

[deleted]
DangZagnut • 2 points • 24 July, 2018 01:59 PM

Oh.
Catching feelings? What kind of sociopaths are those guys? Real sickos I bet.
I do need to get them to buy me cheesy biscuits, but they're always getting salads.
But hey, only idiots buy them off the menu at price, the secret is, the cheesy biscuits are complimentary,
but people keep buying them off the menu.
[deleted] • 2 points • 24 July, 2018 02:07 PM

It gets really fun when you embrace your inner scumfucker and flip their value extraction game back
on them.
"Beyonce says when her man fucks her good she takes him to Red Lobster..."
Judging your relationship by the amount of biscuits she buys you is a great metric!
cypresstalker • 5 points • 24 July, 2018 01:58 PM

This doesn't really apply to ghosts. No need to play silly games
[deleted] 24 July, 2018 02:23 PM

[deleted]
User-31f64a4e • 1 point • 24 July, 2018 02:45 PM

Not that there's anything wrong with that sub; just that it addresses different aspects of, and strategies for, the
same problem. ( Said problem being, female nature. )
[deleted] 24 July, 2018 02:52 PM*

[deleted]
User-31f64a4e • 2 points • 24 July, 2018 03:02 PM

Fish need bicycles!
User-31f64a4e • 1 point • 24 July, 2018 02:44 PM

How do men shit-test women for relationships? By trying to fuck them.
Then there are the men who fuck women ... to fuck them.
These days, I think that's most men.
[deleted] • 1 point • 24 July, 2018 04:01 PM

That's cool n all but we're MGTOW. This doesn't apply to us.
jamocadyn • 1 point • 24 July, 2018 06:01 PM

The only issue here is that the young man doing the shit-testing may contract an incurable
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virus/warts/whatever...just by kissing a slure. NOT WORTH GIVING UP YOUR HEALTH AND WELLBEING just to confirm a woman is a slure (Slut + Whore= Slure)
[deleted] • 1 point • 25 July, 2018 02:08 AM

Your reasoning sounds a bit off with the sex thing. You must be a Chad?
Better way to gauge a woman's relationship material is seeing evidence of domestic skills, how she handles
animals and kids. Then there's red flags like talking about dating apps, night clubs, frequent traveling, lack of a
job or hating her job, et cetera.
All of this is pretty pointless because, until they reform the divorce system, practically any and all women end up
being AWALTs who will clean you out of all your money.
The only way I would ever get married is if I had a negative net worth.
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